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Coarse goals:  By the end of the semester, students should be able to: (1) identify key physical characteristics of landforms and landscapes; (2) understand the processes, both natural and anthropogenic, that drive geomorphic change; and (3) perform some field and classroom techniques that can be used to solve geomorphic problems.  
Overview:  Geomorphology is the science of the processes that define and transform landforms.  We can define landforms as any feature at the lithosphere-troposphere boundary (earth surface) with a definable and differentiable form.  This includes erosional and depositional features, fully-developed and transitional features, and both small and continental-scale forms.  The adjustment of landforms relates to the interaction between the rate, magnitude, and continuity of the various agents of change, and the resistance of earth systems to alteration in the past and present.  Three general categories encompass the nature of these interactions: continual (e.g. gravity-driven) adjustment, uniformitarian systems (those subjected to periodic pulses of adjustment), and disturbance-dominated systems (wherein singular events leave a lasting footprint on the landscape).  

Recently, a comprehensive list of geomorphic topics was compiled by Jack Shroder of the University of Omaha.  He categorized geomorphic systems into two groups, modified slightly herein: (1) process or timeless systems, e.g. fluvial, glacial and periglacial, desert and eolian, mass-movement and hillslope, weathering and soils, structural and neotectonic, coastal and submarine, mountain, karstic, landscape evolution, and planetary processes; and (2) topical, theoretical, methodological, climatic, environmental, and time-bound systems, e.g. the history and origin of geomorphology, ecogeomorphology, the geomorphology of disturbances and extremes, geomorphic mapping and remote sensing, hazards, Quaternary studies, regional geomorphology, and the geomorphology of human environments.

Although we will touch on topics in both categories, the focus for this class is on the first group, the process or timeless systems.  This process-oriented approach is nicely defined by Ritter et al. (2002) as pertaining to the following concepts: the equilibrium between form and process, the interaction of forces, resistances, and thresholds, and the overlap of multiple processes and relevant timescales.  These concepts will provide the backdrop for our discussion of the following main course topics: weathering and mass movement, drainage basin and fluvial processes, tectonism at the earth surface, eolian processes, glacial landforms and glaciology, and processes related to periglacial, karst, and coastal landforms.  We will also spend some time discussing the history of geomorphology, landscape evolution models, and theories of landscape change.

Geomorphology is an exciting topic!  There is something quite rewarding about being able to appreciate the reason why landscapes look the way they do, and perhaps even to be able to predict what they might look like in the future… 

Grading:  Your course grade will be determined as follows:



Undergraduate students   
· 1st midterm


20 %
· 2nd midterm


20 %

· Exercises


30 %

· Final 



20 %

· Participation


10 %


Graduate students
· 1st midterm


15 %

· 2nd midterm


15 %

· Exercises


15 %

· Final



15 %

· Participation


10 %

· Research paper


15 %

· Presentation of research

15 %

Exams will cover material from both the lectures and textbook.  Test questions will be a mix of multiple choice, fill in the blank, and short essay.  Students should be able to articulate course concepts, synthesize related ideas, and evaluate real or imaginary geomorphic scenarios.

Geomorphologists use a variety of techniques that require skills in field methods, statistics and math, spreadsheets, etc.  The goal of the exercises is to give you an introductory understanding of these skills and teach you how to apply them to specific geomorphic problems. 
The participation portion of the grade requires that all textbook readings be completed on time and that students actively participate during lecture.  Additionally, students are expected to attend all class sessions and to arrive on time.  Please do your best to attend regularly and get notes from a friend for missed lectures.  Although this class focuses on geomorphic principles and applications, we will generate as much group discussion and creative thinking as possible.  

Graduate students will be required to generate an original research paper on a related topic.  Please meet with me to discuss your project ideas.  This counts as 15% of the final grade and should be in the format of a standard journal article.  Paper length may vary as long as the final manuscript is both thorough and focused.  Your results will then need to be developed into a 15-20 minute oral presentation, to be given in class the last day of the semester.  
· Refer to the following list of tips and requirements for the research paper:
http://monarch.gsu.edu/WebRoot$/jclayton/geog4640/research%20papers.htm
· For some good tips for your presentations:

http://www.iasted.org/tips.htm
Course Schedule and Outline


Dates
Topics
Reading

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


1/8
Introduction and general principles
Chap. 1

1/15
History of geomorphology, Chemical weathering
Chap. 3

1/22
Physical weathering and mass movement
Chap. 4


1/29
Drainage basin and fluvial processes
Chap. 5, 6, & 7

2/5
Drainage basin and fluvial processes
Chap. 5, 6, & 7
2/12
Eolian processes and landforms
Chap. 8

2/19
1st Midterm


2/19
Glacial landforms and glaciology
Chap. 9 & 10

2/26
Glacial landforms and glaciology
Chap. 9 & 10
3/4
Spring Break (no class)  

3/11
Periglacial processes and landforms
Chap. 11

3/18
Karst processes and landforms
Chap. 12

3/25
Coastal processes and landforms
Chap. 13

4/1
2nd midterm

4/1
Tectonism at the Earth surface
Chap. 2



4/8
Field trip (if conditions permit)
handouts

4/15
Theories of landscape change & landscape evolution modeling
handouts

4/15
Graduate research papers due

4/22
Biogeomorphology, the topographic signature of life
handouts


4/22
Graduate student presentations




4/29 (Tues.)
Final Exam (scheduled for 4/29 at 5 PM)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Required text: Ritter, D.F., Kochel, R.C., and Miller, J.R. (2002), Process Geomorphology, 4th Edition. Waveland Press, Inc. 560 p. 

Finally: This course benefits from having students with varied backgrounds and skills.  Please do not hesitate to share pertinent thoughts or ideas in lecture or otherwise.  Your personal experiences and expertise will contribute to the success of the class.  Conversely, please indicate if anything is unclear, and don’t be intimidated if you haven’t had much physical science coursework - if necessary we can meet outside class to spend more time on difficult topics.  I set relatively high standards for this course, and students will have to work hard to earn an A.  However, if you put in the time, I expect that you will come away from this course with a thorough knowledge of geomorphic principles.  

Feel free to bring coffee and/or snacks to class.

Standard policies of the GSU Department of Geosciences

1.  According to the Georgia State University undergraduate catalog, class attendance is expected; failure to attend classes regularly may result in poor course performance.  The university requires instructors to verify attendance early in the term.  Failure to attend classes may result in you not appearing on the Verification Roll and being dropped from the class.  Please see section 1334 of the catalog at    MACROBUTTON HtmlResAnchor http://www.gsu.edu/es/catalogs_courses.html
, and click on the appropriate catalog link to read about attendance policy. 

2.  All students should be familiar with the university’s course withdrawal procedures.  These can be found in section 1332 of the undergraduate catalog.

3.  All students are required to be familiar with the Academic Honesty policy of the university and to comply with the policy.  This can be found in section 1380 of the undergraduate catalog.  Moreover, plagiarized or copied work will result in a grade of 0 for the relevant assignment or exam, and additional disciplinary action may be pursued.
4.  Each student must have access to an on-line computer and is responsible for reading all messages sent to his/her university email address, and any other assignments that require the use of a computer.  Class changes and/or updates may be conveyed via email, in which case the student is considered to have been informed. The student is required to check this university email box regularly.
5.  Accommodations for students with disabilities: Georgia State University complies with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act.  Students with disabilities who seek academic accommodations must first take appropriate documentation to the Office of Disability Services locate in Suite 230 of the New Student Center.

6.  The course syllabus provides a general plan for the course; deviations may be necessary.





